
CHRISTMAS 
AT MADHA
THERE’S NO BETTER PLACE TO 

SPEND THE FESTIVE PERIOD

AUTHENTIC & 
UNDOUBTEDLY INDIAN

3 COURSE LUNCH £18
4 COURSE DINNER £28

0141 552 6000
WWW.MADHA.CO.UK

42 ALBION ST, GLASGOW G1 1LH



F E S T I V E  LU N C H
3 COURSES FOR £18 PER HEAD

STARTERS

TANDOORI BROCOLLI
Florets of fresh brocolli chargrilled 
with tandoori spices. (contains dairy)

KOZHI CUTLET 
Chicken patties with potato and 

Indian spices. (contains gluten)

GOSHT KI  ROLL
Skewer-roasted lamb kebab and 
vegetables wrapped in a paratha 

bread. (contains gluten)

MAHI AMRITSARI
Seasonal !sh with batter fried with 

spiced gram "our. (contains fish, and 
gluten)

MAINS

MURGH MAHARAJAH
Rich chicken supreme dish with 

nuts and cream. (contains dairy and nuts)

ACHARI GOSHT
Lamb pieces cooked with Indian 

pickle. (contains mustard)

S A B Z I  KOFTA
Vegetarian dumplings in a sauce of 

spinach and cream.. (contains dairy and 
mustard)

THARAVU ROAST
Duck delicately cooked in rich gravy 

!lled with#spices and pepper.

ACCOMPANIED BY

CHAMBA RICE
Chamba rice also known as Matta 

rice, is a variety of brown rice known 
for its coarseness and health bene!ts. 

(vegan)

BUTTER NAAN
So$ Indian "at bread made with 

"our and cooked in the clay oven and 
topped with butter. (contains gluten and 

dairy)

JEERA CHAWAL
Cumin infused pulav made 

with basmati rice. (vegan)

AJWAINI  ROTI
Indian thin bread of wholemeal "our 
and carom seeds. (contains gluten)(vegan)

DESSERT

ADA PRADHAMAN
A sweet pudding of pressed rice "akes, 

jaggery, coconut milk and roasted cashew. (vegan)



F E S T I V E  D I N N E R
4 COURSES FOR £28 PER HEAD

CHANNA CHAAT
Spiced brown chickpeas, grapes, pomegranate and cucumber.

STARTERS

PUDINA KEBAB
Tandoori chicken supreme with 
mint and yoghurt. (contains dairy)

CHEMMEN VARUTATU 
Panfried king prawns cooked with 

South Indian spices. (contains mustard)

LAMB SUKKA
Roasted lamb with ginger, garlic 
and curry leaves. (contains mustard)

MUSHROOM MOOTHA
Tandoori mushrooms marinated 

with herbs and spices. (contains dairy)

MAINS

MURGI LAZEEZ
Tandoori chicken juliennes cooked in 
a nut based sauce. (contains dairy and nuts)

LAMB PAHADI
Traditional preparation of 

lamb with herbs and spices.

THARAVU MAPAS
Duck cooked with spices and 

black pepper with rich coconut milk. 
(contains nuts)

BOATMAN’S CHEMMEEN
King prawns in coconut milk with 

ginger and garlic. (contains mustard 
and crustaceans)

LOUKI KOFTA
Calabash and vegetable dumplings in a 

spinach based sauce with cream and nuts. 
(contains dairy and nuts)

ACCOMPANIED BY

DHANIYA LEHSUNI NAAN
Naan topped with garlic 

and coriander. (vegan)

MEETHA PARATHA
Bread !lled with exotic nuts and 

dry fruits. (contains gluten, dairy and nuts)

K E S A R I  P U L AV
Sa%ron infused pulav made 

with basmati rice. (vegan)

S U R I YA N I  F R I E D  R I C E
Premium basmati rice cooked with 

vegetables and spices. (vegan)

DESSERT

KESARI JAMUN
Sa%ron "avoured milk dumplings 

soaked in a light sugary syrup. (contains dairy and nuts)


